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Abstract
HIPIE 2 is an internal code name for the HP Smartstream

Photo Enhancement Server, – a robust, scalable, and automatic
photo image enhancement application, designed for photo spe-
cialty workflows fulfilled using Indigo presses. It is intended for
24/7 operation, without human intervention, and is part of HP
Indigo’s Smartstream workflow offering. The codename HIPIE
stands for the original “HP Indigo Photo Image Enhancement”
name, with HIPIE 2 being its second version. This paper de-
scribes the various modules of HIPIE 2, giving an overview of
the technology inside the product, and its usage.

Introduction
With the advent of the digital press, new types of print jobs

are emerging, among them photo specialty prints, such as pho-
tobooks, customized posters, and calendars. These applications
typically handle consumer photographs, which are not as opti-
mized for print as the professional photographs used in traditional
jobs. Consumer pictures are often too dark or too bright, not col-
orful enough, and/or not sharp enough, for instance. As a result,
print service providers (PSPs) that fulfill photo specialty work-
flows need to improve source image quality as well as ensuring
high print quality.

HIPIE 2 is an automatic image enhancement package, which
works as part of a commercial print environment, enhancing each
incoming photograph in a fast and reliable way (see Fig. 1). It im-
proves the visual appearance of the photos as they are printed in
photo specialty products, without human intervention. It is com-
mercialized by HP Indigo as part of their photo quality offering,
and as part of the HP Smartstream workflow offering, under the
name “HP Smartstream Photo Enhancement Server”.

HIPIE 2 contains the following modules: System in-
frastructure, which manages and coordinate all the different
modules; Image processing engine, which is responsible for
performing the image enhancement tasks; and Image analysis
modules, which determine the amount and type of enhancements
needed for each individual photograph. This paper is organized
such that each section covers one of the above modules.

System Infrastructure
Hot-folder system

HIPIE 2 is intended to fit seamlessly into high-throughput
photo specialty workflows, which has a number of implications.
First, it must be robust, meaning that it must be able to run non-
stop for many months, and it must be able to recover automatically

(a) (b)
Figure 1. Image enhancement by the HP Smartstream Photo Enhancement

Server. (a) Original image, (b) after processing.

from any possible failures. Second, it must be scalable, meaning
that it must be able to utilize any number of processors in a distrib-
uted computing environment. Third, it must be easy to configure
and manage.

HIPIE 2 uses a master-slave architecture and has five com-
ponents. The Windows service is used to (automatically) start
and stop the other components of the system, and there is a
Windows service component on each host in the cluster. Hot
folder processes are responsible for “watching” each configured
hot folder, and ensuring that each input file is processed appro-
priately by a worker process. The queue process matches work
requests from hot folder processes with work offers from worker
processes, thus distributing work from the various hot folders
throughout the cluster to worker processes. The worker processes
simply request work from the queue process, enhance the image
using the options passed as part of the request, and return the com-
pletion status to the requesting hot folder when done. A logger
process per host in the cluster is used to record log messages from
the various components in the system.

In practice we have found that this architecture is very ro-
bust and scalable. HIPIE has run in production environments for
months on end without restarts, and in a scalability test its perfor-
mance scaled linearly with the number of processors (48 proces-
sors tested).

Control Parameters
The user has access to a number of control parameters, which

they can set according to their preferences. The idea is that the
user tunes the system, and then HIPIE 2 will work automati-
cally on each input image, according to the “recommendations”
set by these controls. The control parameters were not designed
for image-by-image tuning operation. The control parameters are:
Contrast, Sharpen, Noise Reduction, Shadow Details, Face Color
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Correction, Face Make-up, 3D Boosting, Chroma Boost, JPEG
Artifact Reduction, Red-Eye Reduction (on/off), and Resolution
Enhancement. More on these tasks below.

PDF File Handling and Image Formats
One of the strengths of HIPIE 2 is its ability to deal with PDF

input files. The PDF file format was developed by Adobe Systems
for application and device independent file processing. A PDF
document may contain many different kinds of elements, such as
text, fonts, images, tables, forms, etc. Within a document, a tree
structure consisting of pages and page elements can be used to
pull out enhanceable images. We use the PDF document process-
ing API from Datalogics for most of the PDF handling.

In a typical PDF file, images are encoded as separate objects
or elements within the file. This is convenient for enhancement
because, even though there may be several images on a page, each
image can be handled by HIPIE 2 and enhanced independently
from the other images on the page. Additional page analysis,
image reconstruction and document optimization are performed
for sliced and reused images in the document [1]. An excep-
tion is flattened PDF files, where all the elements of each page
are merged into a single image; in this case, HIPIE 2 performs
what we call unflattening, which is an image processing opera-
tion where the different images within the flat image are detected
and separated [2].

HIPIE 2 handles images in JPEG, JPEG 2000, and TIFF for-
mats.

Color Management
Images processed by HIPIE 2 can arrive from a wide vari-

ety of sources such as digital cameras, scanners, image editing
application (i.e. Photoshop), and others. Consequently, the color
domains of images vary. The image color might be encoded in
RGB or in CMYK values, and, even within the same domain, the
same RGB or CMYK values can be device-dependent (i.e., they
may have different color meaning, depending on the device they
are representing). In order to cope with this variability, HIPIE
transforms the device-dependent color values into sRGB, which
is the domain in which the image processing is done. HIPIE 2
uses the industry-standard ICC color management technology for
this purpose: The software detects the image color domain from
the ICC color profile embedded in it, and can output enhanced
images to any user-defined color domain, including CMYK.

Other Features
Nested hot folders. Version 2 enhances an entire directory

tree inside the input folder. This feature enables customers to put
an entire job in one inner folder, and continue working with their
desired workflow mechanism without any change.

Job ticket mode. This optional feature enables tracking and
controlling jobs in the enhancement server. This is accomplished
by using a unique xml file, which can be read by the server, and
which contains information about the job’s images - their name
and path. When this feature is used, the server will only enhance
images that are included in this xml file. After all images are
enhanced an output file is created, containing status information
(“success”, “error”, or “not enhanced”) on every image . It also
contains information about the job – start time, end time, error
description.

(a) (b)
Figure 2. 3D boosting. (a) Input image, (b) output.

SDK. The server’s capabilities can be exposed as C++ API.
Customers that have special requirements are able to implement
them using the SDK.

Image Processing Engine
This section summarizes the various image processing tasks

performed by HIPIE 2:

• Sharpening. Each input image is sharpened as needed, so
that it appears at the right sharpness in print.

• Noise Reduction. Noise is estimated, and then reduced,
without damaging texture or fine details in the image.

• 3D Boosting. This is a novel feature [3], whereby shadings
are enhanced so to give an impression of increased depth to
the objects in the image (see Fig. 2).

• Contrast Enhancement. Low-contrast images have
their effective dynamic-range stretched; this includes low-
exposure images, which are brightened (see Fig. 3).

• Shadow Detailing. HIPIE 2 detects the low-exposed re-
gions of the image, and brightens them, without damaging
the well-exposed regions of the image (see Fig. 4).

• Face Make-up. Another novel feature [4], this makes
sure that skin on faces are smoothed, as if the subject ap-
plied make-up, reducing the visibility of wrinkles and minor
blemishes.

• Chroma Boosting. HIPIE 2 enhances overall image chro-
maticity.

• JPEG Artifact Reduction. Blocking and ringing artifacts,
typical from strong JPEG compression, are reduced.

• Face Color Correction. Skin color is analyzed and cor-
rected for photos with a color cast.

• Resolution Enhancement. If the image resolution is too
low, compared to the target print size, then the resolution is
doubled by a smart interpolation algorithm in order to avoid
jagginess or pixelization on edges.

• Red-Eye Removal. Optionally, HIPIE contains a module
for automatically detecting and removing red-eye effects.

All these tasks are completely automatic, but their strengths
can be influenced by the user controls, as described above in Sec-
tion “Control Parameters.” In the remainder of this section, we
describe how each task is accomplished in HIPIE 2.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3. Brightening by HIPIE 2. (a) Input image, (b) output.

(a) (b)
Figure 4. Enhancement of shadow details by HIPIE 2. (a) Input image,

(b) output. Notice that, despite the relatively strong brightening of shadowed

regions, the bright regions (including sky) remain approximately with their

original brightness.

“Unified Scheme”
The main image processing engine in HIPIE 2 is what we

call the “unified scheme” [5], a novel algorithm that integrates
most image processing tasks (sharpening, noise reduction, local
and contrast enhancement, shadow detailing, 3D boosting, make-
up, and chroma boosting) into a single module. Instead of just
putting together existing modules, the “unified scheme” consists
of an integrated algorithm, which performs several tasks simul-
taneously, without losing the ability to control (or turn off) each
task separately. This algorithm is compact (thus fast and simple),
yet nevertheless it applies novel image processing techniques and
ideas, yielding superior image-quality results.

The heart of the unified scheme is the computation and use
of a photographic mask. This mask is a grayscale, simplified
version of the input image, where all low-contrast details have
been removed. Fig. 5 shows an example of a mask. It has sharp
delineations of high-contrast edges, but is very smooth within ho-
mogeneous regions.

The “unified scheme” consists of two steps: The multiscale
processing step computes two images: i) the photographic mask,
and ii) the output of sharpening, denoising, 3D boosting, and
make-up tasks. In short, this is how it is done: The image lumi-
nance undergoes a multiscale nonlinear decomposition, which de-
composes the image elements into details of different scales. On
one hand, by removing all details with contrast below a given high
threshold (around 50 graylevels), and reconstructing the image,
one obtains the mask. On the other hand, by enhancing the de-
tails with contrast above a low threshold and removing the details
with contrast below that same threshold, one obtains 3D boost-
ing, sharpening and denoising. This low threshold is computed

Figure 5. The photographic mask of Fig. 1(a), computed and used by

HIPIE 2 in order to produce the output in Fig. 1(b). The mask is the heart of

the “unified scheme”. Notice how all details and shades are removed (e.g.,

all face features), but the edges are kept sharp – the removed details/shades

are then enhanced by HIPIE 2. The sharp edges of the mask enable bright-

ening dark regions without creating halos, or damaging other regions of the

image.

per-image, as a function of an estimated noise level. Make-up is
obtained by decreasing the details on a face-skin region (the com-
putation of which is described in a subsequent section).

The 3D-Preserving contrast enhancement step performs
global and local contrast enhancement, including adaptive light-
ing (shadow lighting and highlight detailing), as well as histogram
stretching and brightening/darkening. This step is designed to
preserve the “3D perception” of images as one modifies its con-
trast [as opposed to the traditional straightforward use of a 1D
look-up table (LUT), which enhances some regions on the ex-
pense of others, thus flattening some regions]. This is accom-
plished with the assistance of the photographic mask image, by
separating the “details” (the difference between the sharpened im-
age and the mask) from the coarse image (the mask itself). The
3D-preserving mechanism then applies a 1D LUT to the mask
only, whereas the details are multiplied separately by a factor
larger or equal to 1. Then the two channels are added back to
produce the output image.

JPEG artifact reduction
The HIPIE JPEG artifact reduction filter [6] is a general-

ization of Nosratinia’s scheme [7], which belongs to the family
of over-complete wavelet shrinkage filters (transform-domain fil-
ters). While Nosratinia’s filter suppresses blocking artifacts very
well, it suppresses ringing artifacts much less. Samadani et. al.
[8] proposed an ad-hoc strategy to improve the ringing suppres-
sion by selectively averaging only part of the shifts that are locally
less active. Their algorithm considerably improves the ringing
suppression over Nosratinia but at a steep computational price.
Our algorithm, similarly to Samadani, employs a similar strat-
egy of selective shift averaging, but in different setting which pro-
vides similar de-ringing as Samadani but at a considerably lower
computational price (< 50% overhead relative to Nosratinia). In
HIPIE, JPEG artifact reduction is applied within the decompres-
sion phase of JPEG images, by filtering each color channel sepa-
rately before (potentially) upscaling any downsampled channels.

Face color correction
In the evaluation of image reproduction quality, three color

areas are traditionally considered to be the most important: skin,
foliage and sky. However, the color reproduction of these areas
is often unsatisfactory due to imperfections of color processing of
images in digital cameras (such as white balancing). HIPIE 2 in-
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cludes a solution for automatic correction of some memory colors
in digital images, with the emphasis on “preferred” color repro-
duction.

We follow the method for automatic image analysis and seg-
mentation into Regions of Interest (ROI) according to memory
colors that has been developed and described in [9]. The method
results in an image-specific model of the memory color regions,
which includes a) an 8 bit-per-pixel mask, in which every pixel’s
value is proportional to the probability that the corresponding im-
age pixel belongs to the memory color area (i.e., skin, face, fo-
liage); and b) the mean and the standard deviation of the distribu-
tion of colors in memory color region in the CIELAB color space.

We augment the above method by using a face detection al-
gorithm, which finds occurrences of faces within an input image.
We then check whether the color of the pixels within the face cor-
respond to the face skin model. If not, then the cast color of these
pixels are moved towards the center of the model.

Resolution Enhancement
When the resolution of the photograph is low, compared to

the printing size, then jagginess (or pixelization) may be noticed
on contrasted edges within the printed photograph. Blocking ar-
tifacts on smoothly varying areas may also appear. In this case,
HIPIE 2 enhances the resolution of the photograph (using the Res-
olution Synthesis algorithm [10]), so edges appear smooth and
smooth areas show no blocking artifacts on the print. Resolution
enhancement is activated only for low resolution images.

Red-Eye Removal
Red eye is a common defect in images photographed with

a flash, whereby the light that is reflected from the eye’s retina
into the camera lens colorizes the eye pupil in a bright red color.
Automatic correction of this defect consists of two stages: The
detection, whereby the location and the size of the red eye are
determined, and the color correction. In HIPIE 2, we provide an
innovative solution, which uses the bounding rectangle as the ba-
sis for the creation of the correction mask, while better naturalness
is achieved by combining the color information about the red eye
with an artificial model of the pupil-iris transition and with the
image lightness statistics. The red eye detection is described in
the Image Analysis section.

Image Analysis
In this section, we list the various image analysis modules

in HIPIE 2. The results of this analysis are used in tuning the
parameters of the enhancement tasks presented above.

Noise Estimation
HIPIE 2 uses a noise estimation method described in [11].

Its main idea is that local variances in an image are bounded from
below by the noise variance. In fact, featureless areas have the
same local variance as the noise, whereas the local variances of
other areas containing signal features are larger due to the sig-
nal contribution. Therefore, we involve only smooth areas in the
noise estimation process. Furthermore, we assume spatially vary-
ing, intensity-dependent noise typical in digital cameras. In par-
ticular, for each input image we estimate the noise profile, that
is the noise variance as a function of local lightness. Our algo-
rithm divides each image into non-overlapping blocks, compute

(a) (b)
Figure 6. Skin map. (a) original image, (b) final skin map in face region.

their mean and variance, clusters them into L intervals (typically,
L=10) according to the mean, and for each interval, statistically
derives a noise variance from a set of up to 30 lowest variances in
the cluster [11]. We then interpolate the L variance values into the
noise profile (LUT) of 256 values for each grey level.

Sharpness Estimation
We define the sharpness of an image to be the sharpness

of the sharpest object in the image (since the background may
well be out of focus, and still the image appear sharp). Our ap-
proach [12] is based on relative frequency content on dominant
image features. Assuming that usually the most dominant fea-
tures in the image are straight lines, relative frequency content is
scene-independent (i.e., the relevant subject is always a straight
line). The sharpness estimator is then based on the integral of
the squared ratio between High Pass and Band Pass IIR (Infi-
nite Impulse Response) filters, computed on the image rows and
columns.

Face Detection
The face detection in HIPIE 2 [13] is an adaptation of the

HP Labs multi-view face detection technology, which is itself a
multi-view extension of the single (portrait) view face detector
described by Viola and Jones in [14].

The multi-view detector consists of a parallel set of cascades,
each of which corresponds to a different face view (such as pro-
file, inverted, 30o rotated etc), and a patch that passes successfully
through every stage of a cascade is labelled as a face in that cas-
cade’s view. During normal operation, the detector evaluates all
the cascades in parallel and returns either a not-face verdict, or the
view resulting from a successful cascade evaluation.

Skin Map
HIPIE 2 uses a skin map in order to produce smoother skin

results in the output print [15]. Our skip map algorithm learns the
skin region in a detected face box, and uses this region to extract
a model for the feature (say, color) probability of the captured
person skin. Given an image, we start our search with the face
detection algorithm mentioned above, and analyze each of the de-
tected faces separately. For each face, a skin probability map is
created (Fig. 6).

Sky Detection
Like skin, HIPIE 2 seeks to produce smoother skies [16].

The sky detection in HIPIE 2 is based on the following intuition
and common knowledge we have about sky. Sky in an image
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should cover a large region at the top of the image. Its color should
be blue, or gray, and it should have other sky characteristics, e.g.,
low texture and high luminance. The algorithm looks for large
regions which answer those specifications. An important part of
this algorithm is the statistical models we have computed for a
variety of sky characteristics. In addition to the general sky color
model from [17], we have developed a separate color model for
blue sky and for gray sky. We also collect statistics for texture
and gradient correlation of gray and blue sky. Our experiments
have shown that collecting separate statistics for blue and gray
sky significantly improves the ability to detect sky.

Red-Eye Detection
The redeye-detection scheme included in HIPIE 2 builds on

two previous red-eye algorithms [18, 19], which have different
strengths, and leverages advantages of both. The first algorithm
[18] uses multi-scale face detection [14], which greatly simplifies
the task of finding a red-eye, but can fail if faces with red-eye
artifacts cannot be detected first. The second algorithm [19] is at-
tractive because of speed and because it is not tied to a specific fa-
cial orientation. One potential problem with this approach that is
shared with other classification-based methods [20, 21], however,
is that it does not prevent false positives from occurring within
faces.

Because the HIPIE 2 red-eye detection algorithm builds on
two others, its performance has been evaluated both directly and
indirectly. The face-detection based algorithm [18] was recently
compared with a number of approaches, both from industry and
academia [22]; experiments revealed that this algorithm resulted
in the fewest number of false positives and the second highest
number of detected artifacts. In the same way, internal testing
based on thousands of annotated red-eye images has revealed that
the classification-based approach [19] outperforms other industry
alternatives. The system in HIPIE 2 combines aspects of these
previous algorithms and outperforms both in terms of detection
rate and robustness.

Related Work.
Another image enhancement package at HP is the Real Life

Technologies (RLT) software, developed by the Inkjet division in
Vancouver, WA. Evolutionary versions of it have shipped with HP
inkjet printers since 2002. HIPIE leverages the code infrastruc-
ture, as well as some of the RLT modules, in addition to HPL
original algorithms. RLT is primarily designed and optimized for
usage in consumer applications, such as Inkjet printer drivers and
photo kiosks, while HIPIE is optimized for usage in a commercial
print production environment.
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